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THE MATRIX OF SOCIAL IDENTITY & INTERSECTIONAL POWER
~~ How does it work, how do we read it? ~~
0. The center star is the matrix’s sub-title, “Who Are We?”. It is not numbered.
1. The first ring contains a multiplicity of identities we carry as human beings. Many identity charts or identity
wheels stop here, on a somewhat superficial plane, noting different social identities but rendering any analysis
of related dynamics of power invisible. This tool expands upon this basic approach on several necessary levels.
2. The second ring represents the privileged group at each intersection of identity.
3. The third ring (both concentric circles, considered 3a and 3b) represents forms of discrimination and
oppression that relate to each intersection—there is some overlap.
4. The fourth ring represents the oppressed, marginalized, nondominant target groups at each intersection.
5. The fifth ring represents “the definitive marginalized” (while always being cautious of “Oppression
Olympics”). This ring notes the focal identities marginalized at each intersection, with group members who
cannot “pass” as the dominant identity and whose characteristics correspond to often having to deal with the
oppression in a more concentrated way than those who do not correspond to that identity as “definitively.”
6. The sixth ring represents the internalized levels of these oppressions, which relate to self-hatred and zoom in
to the “definitive marginalized” of the group. For instance, internalized racism within a people of color group
with darker skin colors being the target may be referred to as colorism. Also, the internalized forms of
oppression cause oppressed peoples to want to conform to the dominant, hegemonic, oppressor group (the
second ring), thus oppressing each other and causing suboppression/horizontal oppression/hegemony in the
process. There is repetition here because certain internalizations (e.g., self-hate) are present across
intersections.
7. The seventh ring represents the intersectional transformational resistances of how oppressed groups are
critical of the oppression and motivated by social justice. This ring is important for solidarities, or how
oppressed peoples unite with each other across intersections and how privileged peoples from oppressor groups
unite in solidarity with oppressed peoples to actively and transformationally resist hegemony and oppression.
Certain general elements of resistance (e.g., love and dignity) also apply across intersections.
8. The eighth ring is on the outside because it works to house the matrix with its structure, regardless of the
changes and strides for justice made. It works to absorb these moves toward justice in ways that it can “flip” or
appropriate while continuing to maintain its hegemonic, societal, and institutional structures, systems,
oppressions, and its effects at various levels.

This theoretical and curricular tool responds to several parts of the Ethnic Studies Framework (Rethinking
Ethnic Studies, p. 65), including respecting students as holistic human beings as well as developing critical
consciousness and addressing intersectionality, dynamics of power, privilege, oppression, and solidarity.

